8 DECADES OF MAGNUMS
MOUTON ROTHSHSCHILD 1947-2014
Its rarity is due to the very small quantity of magnums produced by MOUTON ROTHSCHILD between 1947 and 1973 an average of 2 000 MAGNUMS each year. Which is 3 times smaller than the production of renowned Domaines like Romanée Conti DRC (6 000 bottles) or Chambertin Clos de Bèze from A.Rousseau (6 500 bottles).


A VERY RARE and unique vertical spanning 8 decades!

8 DECADES OF MAGNUMS
MOUTON ROTHSCHILD
1947 - 2014

- ORIGINAL. PROBABLY RE-LABELED AT THE CHÂTEAU. CAPSULE CUT, FULLY BRANDED CORK R.C. LABEL.
- ORIGINAL. BASE OF THE CAPSULE CUT, FULLY BRANDED CORK. BOUGHT FROM « EX NICOLAS CELLAR » SALE.
- CHRISTIE’S LONDON AVERY FAMILY CELLAR SALE. ORIGINAL CONDITION, FULLY BRANDED CORK.
- PROVENANCE SOTHEBY’S. PERFECT CONDITION, EX OWC6. FULLY BRANDED CORK.
- PROVENANCE SOTHEBY’S. PERFECT CONDITION, FULLY BRANDED CORK.
- PROVENANCE BONHAMS. ORIGINAL. FULLY BRANDED CORK.
- PROVENANCE BONHAMS. ORIGINAL. FULLY BRANDED CORK.
- PROBABLEY RECORKED BECAUSE RECENT CAPSULE AND R.C. LABEL.
- PROVENANCE ZACHY’S. ORIGINAL.
- ORIGINAL BN.
- ORIGINAL BN.
- PROVENANCE SOTHEBY’S. EX OWC6.
- ORIGINAL. BN, PERFECT CONDITION.
- PROVENANCE SOBYTHE’S. ORIGINAL, BN, PERFECT CONDITION.
- ORIGINAL.
- ORIGINAL.
- ORIGINAL.
- PROVENANCE ZACHY’S.